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About This Game

Farm Life: Natures Adventure (FLNA) for short is about farming.

Just before you begin your adventure, you will be taking over your parents farm as they'd decided to retire and move away for a
while. You can earn money from growing and selling crops, raising livestock, fishing, mining, part-time jobs and events. You

will need to plan your days ahead to make sure you have enough time to get through your day. You can speak to every townsfolk
that is currently living in your town, choose to marry them from a choice of fourteen candidates, join in the town events or raise

a child together and show them how to work on the farm.

Features

Grow - Plants seeds and water them on a daily basis to ensure positive growth.

Harvest - Collect your crops when they have grown and sell them for profit.

Nurture - Animals need to be treated everyday to maximise profits from their produce and health.

Explore - Visit the town and get to know the other townsfolk which could lead to a potential relationship.

Fish - Grab your fishing rod and start fishing in the nearby river.

Shop - Purchase and sell your seeds, crops, animals and other produce at the town.
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Love - Settle down for love, start a relationship and maybe start your own family.

Mine - Randomly generated mines for your pickaxes.

Events - Join in the town events from horse racing to swimming.

And much much more...

We have a lot planned for Farm Life: Natures Adventure in the future
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Title: Farm Life: Natures Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BlockheadGames
Publisher:
BlockheadGames
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 1.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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Rogue Fable III is in my opinion the most enjoyable "coffee break" roguelike - true to its roguelike roots, but very accessible
and enjoyable. I can highly recommend it to everyone who enjoy tactics heavy games like X-Com series, as well as to
enthusiasts of any other roguelike games.. Stick Fight is like a simplified, easy-to-play version of "Duck game". It's a 2D
4-player arena with random weapon drops. This game has slower pace, a bit less game mechanics and more convenient
minimalistic HD graphics. With every thing considered, it can offer a very solid share of fun experience and enjoyment for such
a low price.. Blue screened computer, had to manually dissable each driver to find the cause as no logs were kept on which or
when drivers were installed to be able to diagnose the problem effectivly.. The first thing I'd like to say about this game is that
the amount of work that has gone in to it is so obvious and incedible. No aspect of the game has been left unpolished.

As someone who plays games to relax, this is genuinely one of the best indie games I've played in order to do that. The sound is
beautiful, and the way pixel art has been used to create the graphics is really great.

Without posting spoilers, the way the story is told is the right kind of ambiguous, and leaves you with questions you feel
motivated to answer.

On the subject of controls, I believe that the developer's original controls are far more immersive, however I've always struggled
using/learning new controls for games (even in MOBAs I set my own controls to the defaults I'm used to) so I did set them to the
easy/standard keyboard mode, though I'd recommend the original controls for players that don't have this issue.

However, I am impressed at how well the developer responded to feedback about this, and added control options when they
were requested.

If you enjoy exploration and survival games I would definitely recommend Project Abyss. I can't wait to play more of it, and it's
changed my opinion about pixel graphics. Previously I wasn't fond of them at all, but this game is really beautiful.. I would have
recommended this game. The story looked good and I enjoyed the first opus.

However, there is a scripting error at one moment. And despite posts on the forum, nothing was ever done for the Steam
version.

How can I review completely a game I can't even finish? How can I tell you that it was a good game?

Unless the devs updated it, I'm forced to leave this short review and to ask you to avoid buying this.

EDIT: According a post from a dev, a patch is available. You have to contact them. I will not do it, because I would prefer an
update pushed through the Steam update system. I suppose that this is due to a change of publisher or something like that and
that they don't have access to the page.. Love Paradox enterTainment
But they dropped the ball on this one
Bad magic Magic shield system is foucus here.(A.I. Always having the ability to pen and you not being able to big a** grind in
essance is stead of the fun and awe inspiring awesomeness magic should be)
The awrkward controls taken from total war yet being just changed enough to be bad.
Very confusing UI and controls in general
Honestly Just feels incomplete
Scienero mode is a joke and only includes about a 1/8 of the total units
Lastly the graphics seen kinda flat and honestly again almost unfinished
Same problem with the Animations
Honestly I would buy Medieval II total war and mod it for the desired fantasy elements both lotr total war and elder scrolls total
war and more fun personaly
Sorry for spelling errors
. No
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10/10. Got to be said, it is a short game. 2 hours in and I am already done with all achievements! The first 1.5 hours I spent
getting it to work properly but thanks to a nice friendly dev I was being a wizard in no time.

I loved the intro and I loved the story and the jokes they put in but after like 20 minutes that just stops and it becomes a rather
dull endless runner kind of game with very little variations.

I would still recommend it though, as I hope that more stuff will be added such as more story, more enemies and most of all,
more locations to run! I think that would make this game actually great. In it's current form it is not as awesome as I feel it could
be.

6\/10 I would say.
. Often looked at as the "Creme de la creme" of mystery games, this game did not disapoint. A visual masterpiece with many
flux shutter modes. The voice overs are so good you would think they were streaming from your brain. The death match mode is
by far the most carnage in a game I have ever seen. From beheadings, to breaking bones the optical zebra breaks down the
bracket into what most consider a provokial ram rod. A++++++++++ Will be playing for many years.. Nice game! Very nice.
The english with the russian accent voice acting is so terrible it is funny. It is very short, my current record on finishing it is 8
minutes. But i really like it and i think it is very fun. Will definetly replay it many times.
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I like it. But please take a little time to understand the game.
If you just jump in and start moving units frustration builds quickly.
You really need to read the user guide before you make up your mind.
Buy it, read the guide, play the first scenario, switch sides, play again (see how the computer plays against you).
That sold me on the game. It's a game, not a simulation. Enjoy it as a game.
If you still don't like it, you will be within the limits for a refund.

Again, it uses a different system so don't use the same approach you do with other wargames.
It is abstract but that is necessary given the scale and play time intended.
You do need to think a few moves ahead, which is good.

Activate an area, move the units from that area you chose, engage in battle when the enemy shares the area in which you end
your move.

So... you must plan ahead to ensure the area you activate has the units you need (which you achieve by previous activations and
movement).

The concerns about "realism" are overblown. Choices were made. It's a game. Play the game.
If you read the guide the choices are easier to accept (unless you are just looking for reasons to fuss).

Replayability depends on how much you leverage the options. Change sides, change commander style, etc.

I got it half off and find it worth that price.

. If the Far Cry series was represented by Tim Curry's acting career then Far Cry 5 would take place after Tim Curry's stroke.

This is the most accurate and politically incorrect way to describe Far Cry 5 in a gaming review.. it's a game with major
potential, please give it a try, it'll be well worth the money once it's properly updated. so far there isn't much, such as a running
system, and the wolf just walks. don't expect much at the moment, as it is in it's very early stages. buy it, and wait, and it will
make any other survival game seem like crap.. Trash game, crashes 7 times in one scirmish, we havent been able to finish any
map and now we can't even load into the game. Insantly disconnecting when trying to connect to the lobby. Rate 1\/10. After a
couple of hours of playing, all I can say is that the game looks like it has potential, but I kind of got the feeling that's all there is
to it. Sure, I got my post office, I hired a couple of clerks, a couple of sorters, a few vehicles to collect and deliver letters, and I
even got to buy another post office, linked them together and so on. So I switch to Fast Forward, watch as everything happens,
and.... I'd say that's a nice start, but okay, what now?

Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying it's a bad game, and the mere couple of hours I spent playing are hardly a fair chance, but so
far, this game seems like it could be great foundations for a better game, but I'm not sure it's worth much on its own.

I will update this review as I give this game at least another hour of playing before giving up, it's definitely worth at least that
much. :)
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